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Berenberg Macro Flash 

ECB SKEPTICAL ON ECONOMY AND REFORMSECB SKEPTICAL ON ECONOMY AND REFORMSECB SKEPTICAL ON ECONOMY AND REFORMSECB SKEPTICAL ON ECONOMY AND REFORMS    
The account of the April monetary policy meeting of the ECB reveals continuing scepticism vis-à-vis the economic 
outlook for the Eurozone and reform progress. The former ensures that ECB policy makers leave no doubt that 
they expect the €60bn asset purchases to continue at least until September next year. The latter is a warning to 
Eurozone politicians that they risk falling into the Japanese trap. 
 
The ECB put the increased economic momentum in early 2015 largely down to the cyclical tailwindsThe ECB put the increased economic momentum in early 2015 largely down to the cyclical tailwindsThe ECB put the increased economic momentum in early 2015 largely down to the cyclical tailwindsThe ECB put the increased economic momentum in early 2015 largely down to the cyclical tailwinds of 
cheap oil boosting consumption, low interest rates boosting investment and the weaker euro helping exports. 
Headwinds such as private sector deleveraging would continue to hold back the expansion. The ECB saw some 
encouraging signs that the new aggressive easing was supporting growth, especially via lowering the borrowing 
costs for households and companies. They also saw the moderate rise in inflation expectations as a positive start, 
with further rises since the meeting at least partly responsible for the rise in nominal bond yields. But policy 
makers expected consumption growth to slow as the effect of cheap oil fades and warned that sluggish world 
demand would undermine export progress. 
 
Policy makers focused a lot on the risks of QErisks of QErisks of QErisks of QE. 
(1) They will study whether central banks will have to raise risk provisions, ie. reduce dividends to governments. 
(2) The ECB will also closely assess how governments respond to lower borrowing costs, ie. whether they keep 
fiscal discipline or change issuance patterns. Aggressive extra borrowing or dramatic changes in issuance pat-
terns could be warning signals for the ECB and lead to increased caution in deploying the tool in the future. 
(3) Most concerned were ECB policy makers about the sluggish pace of structural reforms in the Eurozone, how-
ever, saying that the full benefit of QE could only unfold if countries reformed labour markets, judicial systems 
and created more a favourable environment for business activity and investment. In other words, without re-
forms, QE risks becoming a flash in a pan just like in Japan. 
    
Calling for more structural reforms is good, but not the ECB’s main job.Calling for more structural reforms is good, but not the ECB’s main job.Calling for more structural reforms is good, but not the ECB’s main job.Calling for more structural reforms is good, but not the ECB’s main job. Many governments in Europe, espe-
cially in the former crisis countries and lately also in Italy, have already undertaken serious reforms. While they 
are enjoying the first benefits now, the ECB could have helped them earlier had it acted the OMT programme 
(2012) and the QE programme (2015) a year or two before. While the ECB is right that more reforms would be 
boost growth and confidence, and might imply that its hesitation to deploy aggressive easing kept the pressure to 
reform high in Spain and elsewhere, the central bank is ultimately judged on whether it hits its policy target. With 
inflation at 0%, the ECB is clearly missing its inflation target of below-but-close-to 2% and it cannot blame gov-
ernments for that. 
    
EURO CONSUMER CONFIDENCE RETREATS FROM HIGHSEURO CONSUMER CONFIDENCE RETREATS FROM HIGHSEURO CONSUMER CONFIDENCE RETREATS FROM HIGHSEURO CONSUMER CONFIDENCE RETREATS FROM HIGHS    
EU Commission Consumer Confidence indicator, May 2015 
    
ActualActualActualActual        ----5.55.55.55.5    
Previous -4.6 
Consensus -4.7 
Berenberg -4.5 
 
As oil becomes As oil becomes As oil becomes As oil becomes lllless cheap againess cheap againess cheap againess cheap again, Eurozone consumer confidence retreats. In May, it fell from -4.6 to -5.5, further 
away from its March peak of -3.7, which had made the current upswing the third-highest since 1980. In euros, the 
oil price has risen by 33% from its January trough of €45 to about €60 now. That boosts inflation and reduces 
consumers real spending power. However, oil is still almost €20 cheaper than a year ago and due to the euro’s 
rebound against the dollar, oil price gains in euros have levelled off since mid-April. Thus, consumer confidence 
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remains very high and still points to strong contributions from consumption to Eurozone GDP growth in the 
coming quarters, especially if unemployment continues to fall. 
 
 
Chart: Eurozone consumer confidence rChart: Eurozone consumer confidence rChart: Eurozone consumer confidence rChart: Eurozone consumer confidence remains very highemains very highemains very highemains very high    

 
Source: EU Commission 
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Consumer Conf. -5.5 -4.6 -3.7 -6.7 -8.5 -10.9 
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